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PS3060:    Perception and Action

(L.2) A view from the cockpit of a fly 
– the ecology of navigation
Johannes M. Zanker

http://www.pc.rhul.ac.uk/zanker/teach/Ps3060/L2/Ps3060_2.htm
(see also chapter 11 & 12 of  Bruce, Green & Georgeson 2003)

• the ecological approach to vision: the optic array, flowfields

• the fly as simple model system for sensory-motor control

• course stabilisation - a phenomenological model

• object-directed responses : figure-ground discrimination, landing

• speed control and distance estimation

• landmark navigation 

… a universal problem  … 

!!  perception and action  !!

the ecological approach to vision

recent developments in this area extend the scope : 'visual ecology'
• specific adaptations of sensory and motor systems to particular  

environment & lifestyle, comparative neuroscience

Gibson (1950, 1986) drew attention on two aspects of vision, which gave rise 
to a novel approach to understand perception : 

• perception happens in an ecological context: surfaces offer much more 
information than isolated objects used as stimuli in conventional 
psychophysics, and therefore are behaviourally relevant

• direct perception: humans are able to 
interpret this information (such as the texture of 
a receding surface) directly and use for 
behavioural control, without any high-level 
processing representation 
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the optic array
central to Gibson's theory: ‘optic array’ = the distribution of light 
(intensity, wavelength, etc.) from a particular viewpoint contains all 
information available : rich and immediate source of information

effects of changing 
location: 

characteristic 
shifts / changes of 

the light 
distribution in the 

optic array : 
displacements, 

occlusions, shape 
intensity texture 

changes

flowfields
almost 50 years later perhaps most important aspect of Gibson's work:  
continuous change of position (observer movement) generates 
characteristic patterns of image motion
• directly indicate observer motion 
• thus an be used for control of locomotion

idealised flowfield (after Gibson, 1950)

training and selection 
of pilots, fast 
responses require 
'direct perception' 

such mechanisms may 
be more obvious in 
simpler systems 
specifically adapted to 
flying? 
flying machines = flies

why the fly ?
what makes a simple system ? 

smaller brains generate 
simpler behaviour - at least 
smaller number of logical 
combinations: 

simpler to analyse
accessible to physiological 
study >> possibility to identify 
the underlying neuronal 
circuitry

fly behaviour is fast, robust, cheap

no social system & communication, short life-span, fixed reflex chains ?

size, architecture, behaviour ?
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don’t forget: there is a difference

insects have eyes following a radically different design: 
compound eyes with hundreds or thousands of individual, small lenses

G. Larson

what is a simple system ?

feature Homo sapiens Drosophila
melanogaster

Musca domestica factor

body size 70 kg
1.7 m

1 mg
3 mm

10 mg
6 mm

10,000,000
500

brain size 1.3 kg
0.1 m

1 mg
1 mm

1,000,000
100

number of neurons 10 10 - 10 11 10 6 100,000

eye design lens eye compound eye compound eye

sampling points
(per eye)

10 6 700 3000 1,000

comparison of size & complexity of two biological systems:  man  versus  fly 
estimated after Kirschfeld (1971), Braitenberg (1985)

eye design has a scaling 
problem:

compound eye with the 
resolution of a human eye 

(Kirschfed 1984)

course stabilisation
perhaps the simplest task for a fly: stabilise a course against external 
disturbances (wind) and internal asymmetries (wing length, fatigue, load, … )

torque

method to study this control 
system in the laboratory 
under idealised (easy to 
manipulate) conditions: 

torque meter and striped 
drums: 

set of interconnected control systems: a 
versatile flight motor allows for three 
degrees of freedom - yaw - pitch - roll
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phenomenological model of feedback control

circuit to control flight torque 
and thrust/lift from image motion in 

Drosophila, Goetz & Wenking (1973)

the automatic stabilisation
generated by such a control system 
is sometimes referred to as 
'optomotor equilibrium'

similarity to simple vehicles (lecture 1) !!! 

analysis of course stabilisation in 
flies >> simple and clear 
structure of the underlying 
feedback loop (variant of 
general control circuit - the loop 
is opened in the experiments 
using the torque meter !)

flight
dynamics

motion 
processing

motor 
system

global image
displacement

- torqueperturbation

open vs.
closed
loop

rotation
of fly

orienting towards objects
flies exhibit exquisite aerobatics: fast and highly accurate flight manoevres, 
such as chasing in the behavioural context of mating

flight path of 
leading (open 
circles) and 
chasing (black 
dots) flies, from 
Land & Collett
(1974)

free flight analysis reveals the 
statistics of object position on the 
retina of the chasing fly, which 
can be used to simulate flight 
paths

object fixation in the laboratory

'tracking’: turning tendency towards a single black stripe 
in front of a white background

following textured stripe moving relative to a background 
of identical texture : figure-ground detection through 
relative motion 

response towards an object (D = 
direction-independent torque 

component) as function of object 
location (Reichardt 1986)

the circuit diagram describing this response looks exactly like the one in the 
first lecture: object displacement is minimised by rotation of the fly - it can 
account for free flight behaviour (equivalent to Land & Collett 1974 model) 

open loop experiments : torque meter, figure & ground cylinders
accessible & controlled conditions, neuro-physiology (Egelhaaf 1988)
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two optomotor systems 
course stabilisation and object tracking can create substantial conflicts: a turn 
towards a tracked object should be counteracted by the optomotor balance system! 

key observation: rapid turns in chasing

corresponds to torque responses to large-field 
motion (F&G) and small-field motion (F, located 
in the lateral field of view) 

different dynamical properties: object 
response (small field) is tuned to fast image 
motion, course stabilisation (large field) is 
tuned to slow image motion (and therefore 
'blind' to rapid turns during chasing)

>>  neurophysiological characterisation of two groups of integrating motion-
sensitive neurons in the fly brain (Egelhaaf 1987) 

>>  interesting parallel in the different dynamic properties of OKN and 
fixation in humans!

the landing response

the distribution of local preferred 
motion direction driving this 
response in fixed flight suggests 
integration of motion information
matching expanding flowfields
(Wehrhahn et al 1981)

tethered flies respond to image 
expansion (e.g. rotating spiral) 
with a characteristic landing 
response 

a model for the landing response

the characteristic input 
pattern of motion signals 
and the dynamics of 
motion signal 
integration can be used 
to derive a 
phenomenological and 
computational model to 
describe the properties 
of the fixed flight 
landing response 
quantitatively 

in free flight, flies approach landing objects with a characteristic speed 
profile similar to human braking control, using simple rules to estimate 
time-to-collision (Wagner 1983)
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figure-ground detection for landing

this suggests that speed 
differences (motion parallax) 
is used as critical cue to 
trigger the landing 
(Srinivasan 1992)

free flying bees (in many 
aspects comparable to flies) 
land on textures disks elevated 
over a textured ground

they prefer to land on 
elevated disks and close to the 
boundary between disk and 
background

speed control

experiments in which bees fly through 
tunnels with patterned walls >> study the use 
of image motion

>> measured flight speed of bees flying through a 
double-cone shaped tunnel !! (Srinivasan et al 1996)

when the distance between the wall 
and the flightpath of the bee 
increases (decreases), the retinal 
pattern speed will decrease 
(increase) 

a control circuit for stabilising image 
speed (optomotor equilibrium!) 
would predict that the bee should get 
faster (slow down) 

speed control  cont. 

similarly, the bee is expected to balance the 
image speeds on the two eyes (Srinivasan 1992)

• staying in the centre of a tunnel if both 
sidewalls are static

• de- or increasing the distance to a sidewall 
moving in the same or opposite direction
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distance estimation
image speed is also used by bees to measure the distance travelled
to a food source which is then communicated to nest mates by 
means of the famous waggle dance

flying through a narrow tunnel of 6 m 
length is interpreted by the bee as flying 
a distance of almost 200 m through open 
landscape !! (Srinivasan et al. 2000)

landmark navigation

(shifting the landmarks 
leads to search of nest 
entrance at a new location)

when leaving the nest, these wasps fly on characteristic flight paths (Collett & 
Lehrer 1993), looking back at the entrance from various locations - this is 
interpreted as 'taking snapshots’ (memorising a set of unique optic arrays)

nest
marker

conical spiral
flight path

recent observations suggest that the highly regular 
oscillations on a virtual cone surface could also lead to a 
highly stereotypic pattern of flowfields, like dynamic 
landmarks… 

classical experiments (Tinbergen
1951) solitary wasps memorise
the entrance of their nest by 
conspicuous landmarks

snapshot sequences
some ants, another group of hymenopteran insects, go on extended foraging 
excursions, and are known for highly sophisticated strategies to navigate 
back to their nests (sun compass, path integration, …)

along large distances the pattern of available landmarks may change 
considerably, and it would be virtually impossible to home in on the target 
configuration of landmarks

ants solve this problem 
by storing a sequence of 
snapshots

later recalled in the 
right order to guide the 
way back (Judd & 
Collett 1998) 

compare to Gibson’s 
optic array !!
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summary: 
simple systems  and  ecological views

• a new view on perception and action by taking account of the 
ecological context :  optic array, flowfields

• model systems for sensory-motor control: insects are fast, robust 
cheap & versatile (variety of strategies)

• course stabilisation - a simple phenomenological model and 
control circuit

• object-directed responses : figure-ground discrimination, landing, 
interaction of two optomotor responses by dynamic tuning

• speed control and distance estimation: various uses of motion 
information

• landmark navigation : high level strategies in simple creatures
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complete reference list at :
http://www.pc.rhbnc.ac.uk/zanker/teach/Ps3060/L2/Ps3060_2.htm


